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US MILTARY HISTORY - ADULT ACTIVITY BOOK This book covers primarily of WWII with a smattering
of history from other time periods. This Activity Book
would be great as a Military History Lovers Gifts.
Great for those who enjoy the Military History of the
US. Test your knowledge of 'The American
Revolution', 'The American Civil War', 'WWI', (WW1,
World War 1), 'WWII' (WW2, World War 2), 'Korea',
and 'Afghanistan'. Puzzles cover
people,battles,weapons, aircraft, ships and
interesting facts. Puzzles include crosswords, word
searches, mazes, cryptograms, fill-in-the-blanks and
matching exercises. Are these puzzles hard? Not at
all, if you know the answers; but if you are not a true
Military History buff, you may find the answer sheets
useful. There are also pages of Trivia for many of the
subjects which will be sure to provide added
enjoyment.
A NEWER EDITION OF THIS TITLE IS AVAILABLE.
SEE ISBN: 978-0-7386-0625-5 Get the AP college
credits you''ve worked so hard for... Our savvy test
experts show you the way to master the test and
score higher. This new and fully expanded edition
includes a comprehensive review course of all the
topics covered on the exam: the Colonial Period, the
American Revolution, the U.S. Constitution,
Westward expansion, the Civil War, Reconstruction,
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Industrialism, World War I, the Great Depression,
World War II, the Vietnam Era, Watergate, Carter,
and the New Conservatism. Features 6 full-length
practice exams with all answers thoroughly
explained. Follow up your study with REA''s testtaking strategies, powerhouse drills and study
schedule that get you ready for test day. DETAILS Comprehensive, up-to-date subject review of every
US history topic used in the AP exam - Study
schedule tailored to your needs - Packed with
proven key exam tips, insights and advice - 6 fulllength practice exams. All exam answers are fully
detailed with easy-to-follow, easy-to-grasp
explanations. TABLE OF CONTENTS ABOUT
RESEARCH & EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ABOUT THE BOOK ABOUT THE TEST ABOUT
THE REVIEW SECTION SCORING THE EXAM
CONTACTING THE AP PROGRAM AP U.S.
HISTORY STUDY SCHEDULE AP UNITED
STATES HISTORY COURSE REVIEW 1 The
Colonial Period (1500-1763) 2 The American
Revolution (1763-1787) 3 The United States
Constitution (1787-1789) 4 The New Nation
(1789-1824) 5 Jacksonian Democracy and
Westward Expansion (1824-1850) 6 Sectional
Conflict and the Causes of the Civil War (1850-1860)
7 The Civil War and Reconstruction (1860-1877) 8
Industrialism, War, and the Progressive Era
(1877-1912) 9 Wilson and World War I (1912-1920)
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10 The Roaring Twenties and Economic Collapse
(1920-1929) 11 The Great Depression and the New
Deal (1929-1941) 12 World War II and the Post-War
Era (1941-1960) 13 The New Frontier, Vietnam, and
Social Upheaval (1960-1972) 14 Watergate, Carter,
and the New Conservatism (1972-2001) AP UNITED
STATES HISTORY PRACTICE TESTS Test 1
Answer Sheet Answer Key Detailed Explanations of
Answers Test 2 Answer Sheet Answer Key Detailed
Explanations of Answers Test 3 Answer Sheet
Answer Key Detailed Explanations of Answers Test
4 Answer Sheet Answer Key Detailed Explanations
of Answers Test 5 Answer Sheet Answer Key
Detailed Explanations of Answers Test 6 Answer
Sheet Answer Key Detailed Explanations of Answers
AP US HISTORY EXCERPT ABOUT THE BOOK
This book gives you all the tools you''ll need to
master the Advanced Placement Examination in
United States History. REA''s concise review is the
perfect companion to your textbook readings and
classroom discussion. And our six full-length practice
tests, all based on the current format of the AP
exam, mirror the actual test-taking experience. We
don''t stop there, however. Following each exam
you''ll find an answer key complete with detailed
explanations that tell you not just what''s correct but
why. By studying our review section, completing all
six practice exams, and carefully checking the
answer explanations, you''ll be able to completely
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inventory your strengths and weaknesses. Follow
our study schedule (see page x) and when test day
rolls around, you''ll have everything you need to be
completely at ease with the material. Teachers, too,
will find this book an excellent resource for the
Advanced Placement course in U.S. History. In fact,
many AP instructors use it as a supplementary text
because it so comprehensively supports and
addresses specific curriculum objectives for the
course and exam. ABOUT THE TEST The
Advanced Placement Program is designed to allow
high school students to pursue college-level studies
while attending high school. The three-hour fiveminute AP U.S. History exam is usually given to high
school students who have completed a year''s study
in a college-level U.S. History course. The test
results are then used to determine the awarding of
course credit and/or advanced course placement in
college. According to the College Board, students
taking this exam are called upon to demonstrate
"systematic factual knowledge" and bring to bear
critical, persuasive analysis of the full sweep of U.S.
history. This is why we make every effort to establish
and build upon context for you, rather than
encouraging rote memorization of disconnected
facts. The AP U.S. History Exam is divided into two
sections: 1) Multiple-Choice: This section is
composed of 80 multiple-choice questions designed
to gauge your ability to understand and analyze U.S.
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history from the Colonial period to the present. The
majority of the questions, however, are based on
19th- and 20th-century history. This section tests
factual knowledge, scope of preparation, and
knowledge-based analytical skills. You''ll have 55
minutes to complete this section, which accounts for
50 percent of your final grade. 2) Free-Response:
This section is composed of three essay questions
designed to measure your ability to write coherent,
intelligent, well-organized essays on historical topics.
The essays require you to demonstrate mastery of
historical interpretation and the ability to express
views and knowledge in writing. The essays may
relate documents to different areas, analyze
common themes of different time periods, or
compare individual and group experiences which
reflect socioeconomic, racial, gender, and ethnic
differences. Part A consists of a mandatory
15-minute reading period, followed by 45 minutes
during which you must answer a document-based
question (DBQ), which changes from year to year. In
Part B the student chooses to answer on two of the
topics that are given. You will have 70 minutes to
write these essays. The free-response section
counts for 50 percent of your final grade. These
topics are broken down into thirds: - Political
Institutions (1/3rd) - Social and Economic Change
(1/3rd) - Behavior and Public Policy, Diplomacy and
International Relations, Intellectual and Cultural
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Development (1/3rd) The time periods covered are
as follows: - Pre-Colonial through 1789 (1/6th of
exam) - 1790-1914 (1/2 of exam) - 1915-present
(1/3rd of exam) ABOUT THE REVIEW SECTION
This book begins with REA''s concise yet thorough
230-page review of U.S. history designed to acquaint
you with the exam''s scope of coverage. Our review
covers these topics and historical time periods: - The
Colonial Period (1500-1763) - The American
Revolution (1763-1787) - The United States
Constitution (1787-1789) - The New National
(1789-1824) - Jacksonian Democracy and Westward
Expansion (1824-1850) - Sectional Conflict and The
Causes of the Civil War (1850-1860) - The Civil War
and Reconstruction (1860-1877) - Industrialism,
War, and the Progressive Era (1877-1912) - Wilson
and World War I (1912-1920) - The Roaring
Twenties and Economic Collapse (1920-1929) - The
Great Depression and the New Deal (1929-1941) World War II and the Post-War Era (1941-1960) The New Frontier, Vietnam, and Social Upheaval
(1960-1972) - Watergate, Carter, and the New
Conservatism (1972-2001) SCORING THE EXAM
The multiple-choice section of the exam is scored by
crediting each correct answer with one point and
deducting one-fourth of a point for each incorrect
answer. You will neither receive a credit nor suffer a
deduction for unanswered questions. The freeresponse essays are graded by instructors and
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professors from across the country who come
together each June for a week of non-stop AP essay
grading. Each essay booklet is read and scored by
several graders. Each grader provides a score for
the individual essays. The DBQ is scored on a scale
from 0 to 15, 0 being the lowest and 15 the highest.
Each topic-based essay receives a score from 0 to
9. These scores are concealed so that each grader
is unaware of the previous graders'' assessments.
When the essays have been graded completely, the
scores are averaged-one score for each essay-so
that the free-response section generates three
scores. The total weight of the free-response section
is 50 percent of the total score. Your work in the
multiple-choice section counts for the other 50
percent. Each year, grades fluctuate slightly because
the grading scale is adjusted to take into account the
performance of the total AP U.S. History test-taker
population. When used with the corresponding chart,
the scoring method we present here will strongly
approximate the score you would receive if you were
sitting for the actual AP U.S. History exam.
SCORING THE MULTIPLE-CHOICE SECTION For
the multiple-choice section, use this formula to
calculate your raw score: Number right - (number
wrong x 1/4) = raw score (round to the nearest whole
number) SCORING THE FREE-RESPONSE
SECTION For the free-response section, use this
formula to calculate your raw score: DBQ + Essay #1
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+ Essay #2 + = raw score (round to the nearest
whole number) You may want to give your essays
three different grades, such as a 13, 10, and an 8,
and then calculate your score three ways: as if you
di
"NY Regents GEOMETRY Study Guide" 450
questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED) that focus
on essential geometry theorems, postulates,
concepts, and definitions. Includes complementary
diagrams. Topics: Lines and Angles, Triangles,
Proofs, Perpendicular Lines, Parallel Lines, Angle
Sums, Quadrilaterals, Medians, Altitudes and
Bisectors, Circles, Ratio and Proportion, Similar
Polygons, Circles and Regular Polygons,
Inequalities, Locus, Coordinate Geometry
================== ADDITIONAL
WORKBOOKS: "NY Regents UNITED STATES
HISTORY Study Guide" 700 questions and answers
(ILLUSTRATED). Essential names, dates, and
summaries of key historical events. Topics:
Discovery, Colonial, Revolutionary, Early National,
Age of Expansion, Civil War Era, Reconstruction,
Industrial Era, Progressive Era, World War I, The
Twenties, The Depression, World War II, Cold War
Era, Cold War - 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War
- 1970s, Cold War - 1980s, New World Order
_______________ "NY Regents BIOLOGY Study
Guide" 450 questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED).
Essential definitions and concepts. Topics: Cells,
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Biochemistry and Energy, Evolution and
Classification, Kingdoms: Bacteria, Fungi, Protista;
Kingdom: Plantae, Kingdom: Animalia, Human
Locomotion, Human Circulation and Immunology,
Human Respiration and Excretion, Human Digestion,
Human Nervous System, Human Endocrinology,
Reproduction and Development, Genetics, Ecology
================== "Exambusters NY Regents
Prep Workbooks" provide comprehensive NY
Regents review--one fact at a time--to prepare
students to take practice NY Regents tests. Each NY
Regents study guide focuses on fundamental
concepts and definitions--a basic overview to begin
studying for the NY Regents exam. Up to 600
questions and answers, each volume in the NY
Regents series is a quick and easy, focused read.
Reviewing NY Regents flash cards is the first step
toward more confident NY Regents preparation and
ultimately, higher NY Regents exam scores!
During the 1950s and 1960s, the U.S. Army
conducted atmospheric dispersion tests in many
American cities using fluorescent particles of zinc
cadmium sulfide (ZnCdS) to develop and verify
meteorological models to estimate the dispersal of
aerosols. Upon learning of the tests, many citizens
and some public health officials in the affected cities
raised concerns about the health consequences of
the tests. This book assesses the public health
effects of the Army's tests, including the toxicity of
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ZnCdS, the toxicity of surrogate cadmium
compounds, the environmental fate of ZnCdS, the
extent of public exposures from the dispersion tests,
and the risks of such exposures.
If you think you know a lot about the Civil War,
challenge yourself with this instructive and intriguing
book of questions. Covering every battle of the war,
commanders and ordinary soldiers, weapons, and
armies, this book will test the knowledge of even the
most dedicated history buff. Degrees of difficulty
range from elementary to questions that even the
author had difficulty figuring out, and everything in
between. Thousands of provocative questions will
sharpen the knowledge of Civil enthusiasts
everywhere.
This extensive test prep manual covers the
redesigned AP United States History curriculum,
starting in 2014–2015, and will prepare students for
the new exam being offered in May of 2015. Two fulllength practice tests with all questions answered and
explained Test-taking strategies for answering both
the test’s multiple choice, short answer, long essay,
and document-based questions A detailed review of
U.S. history, from pre-contact American Indian
societies and the evolution of Colonial society, the
American Revolution, the pre-Civil War economic
structure of the United States and the slavery issue,
the Civil War and Reconstruction, the growth of
industrial America, the United States and its Empire,
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World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, the
Cold War, American Liberalism and its decline,
America in the age of Clinton, Bush, and Obama,
and much more The enclosed CD-ROM presents
two additional full-length practice tests with
automatic scoring and fully explained answers.
Students who purchase Barron’s AP United States
History will also get free access to an online test, for
even more practice and review.
Presents unusual, interesting, and little-known facts
that will baffle and intrigue students and Civil War
buffs alike. The questions are presented in
categories, making it easy to test your knowledge of
the Confed. or Union armies, the roles of civilians,
transport. and commun., sites, weapons, and
specific areas of battles. For ex:: What Confed.
general could be identified by the ostrich plume in
his hat? Jeb Stuart. When the Civil War began, what
future general tried to answer the call for volunteers
but was rejected? U.S. Grant. In addition to the
questions and answers, there are 33 interesting
sidebar articles, lists of little-known facts, line
drawings, and 48 unusual photographs and stories.
¿A valuable resource for students, researchers, and
Civil War buffs.¿
The American Civil War Trivia Book is an
entertaining, instructive and interesting Trivia &
Facts book about the American Civil War. This book
will lead you, step-by-step, through the causes of the
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Civil War, and the effects. Each chapter ends with a
bonus of trivia and some quick questions to test your
knowledge.
This extensive test prep manual covers the AP United
States History curriculum, and will help prepare students
for the most current exam. Two full-length practice tests
with all questions answered and explained Test-taking
strategies for answering both the test's multiple choice,
short answer, long essay, and document-based
questions A detailed review of U.S. history, from precontact American Indian societies and the evolution of
Colonial society, the American Revolution, the Civil War
and Reconstruction, the growth of industrial America,
World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, the
Cold War, America in the age of Clinton, Bush, and
Obama, and much more. ONLINE PRACTICE TESTS:
Students who purchase this book or package will also
get access to three additional full-length online AP U.S.
History tests with all questions answered and explained.
The online exams can be easily accessed by computer,
tablet, and smartphone.
"NY Regents GEOLOGY, EARTH, AND SPACE
SCIENCES Study Guide" 600 questions and answers.
Essential definitions and concepts. Topics: Calculations,
Earth's Origin, Save Our Planet, Minerals, Rocks,
Weathering, Groundwater, Running Water, Glaciers, The
Changing Crust, The Oceans, Maps, The Atmosphere,
Wind, Weather Patterns, Introduction to Astronomy
================== ADDITIONAL WORKBOOKS:
"NY Regents INTEGRATED ALGEBRA Study Guide"
450 questions and answers. Essential definitions,
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formulas, concepts, and sample problems. Topics: Sets,
Variables, Exponents, Properties of Numbers, Like
Terms, Simple Equations, Property of Equality, Signed
Numbers, Monomials, Polynomials, Advanced
Equations, Verbal Problems, Factoring Polynomials,
Algebraic Fractions, Equations with Several Variables,
Advanced Verbal Problems, Evaluating Formulas,
Simultaneous Equations, Ratio and Proportion, Variation,
Quadratic Equations and Radicals, Coordinate Geometry
_______________ "NY Regents UNITED STATES
HISTORY Study Guide" 700 questions and answers
(ILLUSTRATED). Essential names, dates, and
summaries of key historical events. Topics: Discovery,
Colonial, Revolutionary, Early National, Age of
Expansion, Civil War Era, Reconstruction, Industrial Era,
Progressive Era, World War I, The Twenties, The
Depression, World War II, Cold War Era, Cold War 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War - 1970s, Cold War 1980s, New World Order ==================
"Exambusters NY Regents Prep Workbooks" provide
comprehensive NY Regents review--one fact at a
time--to prepare students to take practice NY Regents
tests. Each NY Regents study guide focuses on
fundamental concepts and definitions--a basic overview
to begin studying for the NY Regents exam. Up to 600
questions and answers, each volume in the NY Regents
series is a quick and easy, focused read. Reviewing NY
Regents flash cards is the first step toward more
confident NY Regents preparation and ultimately, higher
NY Regents exam scores!
"NY Regents PHYSICS Study Guide" 600 questions and
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answers. Essential definitions, formulas, concepts, and
sample problems. Topics: Measurement, Motion and
Forces, Work and Energy, Heat and Gases, Atoms,
Fluids, Sound, Light and Optics, DC Circuits, Magnetism,
AC Circuits ================== ADDITIONAL
WORKBOOKS: "NY Regents UNITED STATES
HISTORY Study Guide" 700 questions and answers
(ILLUSTRATED). Essential names, dates, and
summaries of key historical events. Topics: Discovery,
Colonial, Revolutionary, Early National, Age of
Expansion, Civil War Era, Reconstruction, Industrial Era,
Progressive Era, World War I, The Twenties, The
Depression, World War II, Cold War Era, Cold War 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War - 1970s, Cold War 1980s, New World Order _______________ "NY
Regents GLOBAL STUDIES Study Guide" 600 questions
and answers (ILLUSTRATED). Essential names, dates,
and summaries of key historical events. Topics: Ancient
Egypt and Asia, Ancient Greece, Ancient Rome, Early
Asia, Evolution of Religion, Middle Ages, Early Modern
Times, Colonial Empires, Rights and Revolutions,
Nationalism, Imperialism and World War I, Between the
World Wars, World War II, The United Nations, The Cold
War, 19th-20th Century Japan, Contemporary Age,
Contemporary Africa, Contemporary Latin America,
Contemporary Eurasia, Into The New Millennium
================== "Exambusters NY Regents Prep
Workbooks" provide comprehensive NY Regents
review--one fact at a time--to prepare students to take
practice NY Regents tests. Each NY Regents study
guide focuses on fundamental concepts and
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definitions--a basic overview to begin studying for the NY
Regents exam. Up to 600 questions and answers, each
volume in the NY Regents series is a quick and easy,
focused read. Reviewing NY Regents flash cards is the
first step toward more confident NY Regents preparation
and ultimately, higher NY Regents exam
scores!Exambusters
A rich collection of trivia and facts enables history buffs
to test personal knowledge with category-specific
questions and includes informative sidebar articles,
anecdotes, and more than fifty unusual photographs.
"NY Regents CHEMISTRY Study Guide" 700 questions
and answers. Essential definitions, formulas, concepts,
and sample problems. Topics: Introduction, Matter,
Atoms, Formulas, Moles, Reactions, Elements, Periodic
Table, Electrons, Chemical Bonds, Heat, Gases, Phase
Changes, Solutions, Reaction Rates, Equilibrium, Acids
and Bases, Oxidation and Reduction, Introduction to
Organic Chemistry, Radioactivity ==================
ADDITIONAL WORKBOOKS: "NY Regents
INTEGRATED ALGEBRA Study Guide" 450 questions
and answers. Essential definitions, formulas, concepts,
and sample problems. Topics: Sets, Variables,
Exponents, Properties of Numbers, Like Terms, Simple
Equations, Property of Equality, Signed Numbers,
Monomials, Polynomials, Advanced Equations, Verbal
Problems, Factoring Polynomials, Algebraic Fractions,
Equations with Several Variables, Advanced Verbal
Problems, Evaluating Formulas, Simultaneous
Equations, Ratio and Proportion, Variation, Quadratic
Equations and Radicals, Coordinate Geometry
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_______________ "NY Regents UNITED STATES
HISTORY Study Guide" 700 questions and answers
(ILLUSTRATED). Essential names, dates, and
summaries of key historical events. Topics: Discovery,
Colonial, Revolutionary, Early National, Age of
Expansion, Civil War Era, Reconstruction, Industrial Era,
Progressive Era, World War I, The Twenties, The
Depression, World War II, Cold War Era, Cold War 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War - 1970s, Cold War 1980s, New World Order ==================
"Exambusters NY Regents Prep Workbooks" provide
comprehensive NY Regents review--one fact at a
time--to prepare students to take practice NY Regents
tests. Each NY Regents study guide focuses on
fundamental concepts and definitions--a basic overview
to begin studying for the NY Regents exam. Up to 600
questions and answers, each volume in the NY Regents
series is a quick and easy, focused read. Reviewing NY
Regents flash cards is the first step toward more
confident NY Regents preparation and ultimately, higher
NY Regents exam scores!
"AP UNITED STATES HISTORY Study Guide" 700
questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED). Essential
names, dates, and summaries of key historical events.
Topics: Discovery, Colonial, Revolutionary, Early
National, Age of Expansion, Civil War Era,
Reconstruction, Industrial Era, Progressive Era, World
War I, The Twenties, The Depression, World War II, Cold
War Era, Cold War - 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War
- 1970s, Cold War - 1980s, New World Order
=============== "EXAMBUSTERS AP Prep
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Workbooks" provide comprehensive AP review--one fact
at a time--to prepare students to take practice AP tests.
Each AP study guide focuses on fundamental concepts
and definitions--a basic overview to begin reviewing for
the AP exam. Up to 600 questions and answers, each
volume in the AP series is a quick and easy, focused
read. Reviewing AP flash cards is the first step toward
more confident AP preparation and ultimately, higher AP
exam scores!
Taking the United States History SAT Subject Test™?
Score Higher with REA's Test Prep for SAT Subject
Test™: United States History with Practice Tests on CD
Our bestselling SAT Subject Test™: U.S. History test
prep includes a comprehensive review of the American
History: the Colonial Period, the American Revolution,
the Civil War and Reconstruction, World War I and World
War II, American Imperialism, the Cold War and more.
Each chapter contains examples and practice questions
that help you study smarter and boost your test score.
The book includes 6 full-length practice tests that
replicate the exam's question format. Two of the book's
practice exams are offered on our TestWare CD with the
most powerful scoring and diagnostic tools available
today. Automatic scoring and instant reports help you
zero in on the topics and types of questions that give you
trouble now, so you'll succeed when it counts. Each
practice test comes with detailed explanations of
answers to identify your strengths and weaknesses in
American History. We don't just say which answers are
right - we also explain why the other answer choices are
incorrect - so you'll be prepared. The book also includes
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study tips, strategies, and confidence-boosting advice
you need for test day. This test prep is a must for any
high school student taking the United States History SAT
Subject Test™!
The Address was delivered at the dedication of the
Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, on the afternoon of Thursday, November
19, 1863, during the American Civil War, four and a half
months after the Union armies defeated those of the
Confederacy at the decisive Battle of Gettysburg. In just
over two minutes, Lincoln invoked the principles of
human equality espoused by the Declaration of
Independence and redefined the Civil War as a struggle
not merely for the Union, but as "a new birth of freedom"
that would bring true equality to all of its citizens, and
that would also create a unified nation in which states'
rights were no longer dominant. Throughout history,
some books have changed the world. They have
transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other.
They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution.
They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and
comforted. They have enriched lives - and destroyed
them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great
thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas
shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Civil War-Part II contains 12 full-color PowerPoint slides,
28 reproducible pages including five pages of test
material, and a richly detailed teacher's guide. Among
the topics covered in this volume are Union strategy, the
battle of Gettysburg, Chickamauga, Chattanooga,
General Grant, Sherman's march to the sea, Lincoln's
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reelection, and Appomattox.
A NEWER EDITION OF THIS TITLE IS AVAILABLE.
SEE ISBN: 978-0-7386-0624-8 Get the AP college
credits you've worked so hard for... Our savvy test
experts show you the way to master the test and score
higher. This new and fully expanded edition includes a
comprehensive review course of all the topics covered
on the exam: the Colonial Period, the American
Revolution, the U.S. Constitution, Westward expansion,
the Civil War, Reconstruction, Industrialism, World War I,
the Great Depression, World War II, the Vietnam Era,
Watergate, Carter, and the New Conservatism. Features
6 full-length practice exams with all answers thoroughly
explained. Includes CD-ROM software containing 3 of
the book's tests as timed, computerized exams that
provide actual exam conditions with controlled timing and
question order. Your score and test performance are
automatically calculated plus the program provides
analysis of your performance with suggestions for further
study. Follow up your study with REA's test-taking
strategies, powerhouse drills and study schedule that get
you ready for test day. DETAILS- Comprehensive, up-todate subject review of every US history topic used in the
AP exam- 6 full-length practice exams. All exam answers
are fully detailed with easy-to-follow, easy-to-grasp
explanations.- CD-ROM TESTware program containing 3
of the book's 6 practice exams to give you the closest
thing to experiencing an exam live at a computer testing
center.- Study schedule tailored to your needs- Packed
with proven key exam tips, insights and advice SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTSTESTware CD-ROM is both Windows
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and Macintosh compatible. > Suitable for any PC with 16
MB of RAM minimum, Windows 98 or later. > Any
Macintosh with a 68020 or higher processor, 16 MB of
RAM minimum, System 7.1 through 10.2x. TABLE OF
CONTENTSABOUT OUR BOOK AND
TESTwareABOUT THE TESTABOUT THE REVIEW
SECTIONSCORING THE EXAMCONTACTING THE AP
PROGRAMAP U.S. HISTORY STUDY SCHEDULEAP
UNITED STATES HISTORY COURSE REVIEW 1 The
Colonial Period (1500-1763)2 The American Revolution
(1763-1787)3 The United States Constitution
(1787-1789)4 The New Nation (1789-1824)5 Jacksonian
Democracy and Westward Expansion (1824-1850)6
Sectional Conflict and the Causes of the Civil War
(1850-1860)7 The Civil War and Reconstruction
(1860-1877)8 Industrialism, War, and the Progressive
Era (1877-1912)9 Wilson and World War I
(1912-1920)10 The Roaring Twenties and Economic
Collapse (1920-1929)11 The Great Depression and the
New Deal (1929-1941)12 World War II and the Post-War
Era (1941-1960)13 The New Frontier, Vietnam, and
Social Upheaval (1960-1972)14 Watergate, Carter, and
the New Conservatism (1972-2001)AP UNITED STATES
HISTORY PRACTICE TESTSTest 1 Answer
SheetAnswer KeyDetailed Explanations of AnswersTest
2Answer SheetAnswer KeyDetailed Explanations of
AnswersTest 3 Answer SheetAnswer KeyDetailed
Explanations of AnswersTest 4 Answer SheetAnswer
KeyDetailed Explanations of AnswersTest 5 Answer
SheetAnswer KeyDetailed Explanations of AnswersTest
6 Answer SheetAnswer KeyDetailed Explanations of
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AnswersINSTALLING REA's TESTwareTechnical
SupportUSING YOUR INTERACTIVE TESTwareAbout
Research & Education Association AP US HISTORY
EXCERPT ABOUT OUR BOOK AND TESTwareThis
book - along with our exclusive AP U.S. History
TESTware software - provides an accurate and complete
representation of the Advanced Placement Examination
in U.S. History. REA's comprehensive course review,
frequently cited as the best on the bookshelf, and our six
practice exams are based on the format of the latest AP
U.S. History Exam. Each of our practice exams includes
every type of question that you can expect to encounter
when you take the AP exam. Following each REA
practice exam is an answer key complete with detailed
explanations. Our explanations are designed to
contextualize he material so that it will stick with you and
thus boost your command of the subject matter and the
ins and outs of the AP itself. Our printed practice exams
4, 5, and 6 are also on CD-ROM are part of our
interactive AP U.S. History TESTware. Taking the exams
on the computer will afford you additional study features
and the benefits of enforced timed conditions, individual
diagnostic analysis of what subjects need extra study,
and instant scoring. For your convenience, our
TESTware has been provided for you in both Windows
and Macintosh formats. Many features are included that
you will find helpful as you prepare for the AP U.S.
History Test. See page ix for our study schedule and
guidance on how to gain maximum benefits from this
book and software package. (For instructions on how to
install and use our software, please refer to the appendix
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at the back of the book.) By studying our review section,
completing all six practice exams, and carefully checking
the answer explanations, students can discover their
strengths and weaknesses and prepare themselves
effectively for the actual AP U.S. History Examination.
Teachers of AP U.S. History courses will also find REA's
book and software to be an excellent resource in the
classroom. In fact, many AP instructors use it as a
supplementary text because it so comprehensively
supports and addresses specific curriculum objectives
for the course and exam. Our interactive TESTware
software is an outstanding tool to help boost your
students' test-taking confidence. For TESTware sitelicense information, point your Web browser to
www.rea.com and click on Teachers' Corner. ABOUT
THE TESTThe Advanced Placement Program is
designed to allow high school students to pursue collegelevel studies while attending high school. The three-hour
five-minute AP U.S. History exam is usually given to high
school students who have completed a year's study in a
college-level U.S. History course. The test results are
then used to determine the awarding of course credit
and/or advanced course placement in college. According
to the College Board, students taking this exam are
called upon to demonstrate systematic factual
knowledge and bring to bear critical, persuasive analysis
of the full sweep of U.S. history. This is why we make
every effort to establish and build upon context for you,
rather than encouraging rote memorization of
disconnected facts. The AP U.S. History Exam is divided
into two sections: 1) Multiple-Choice: This section is
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composed of 80 multiple-choice questions designed to
gauge your ability to understand and analyze U.S.
history from the Colonial period to the present. The
majority of the questions, however, are based on 19thand 20th-century history. This section tests factual
knowledge, scope of preparation, and knowledge-based
analytical skills. You'll have 55 minutes to complete this
section, which accounts for 50 percent of your final
grade. 2) Free-Response: This section is composed of
three essay questions designed to measure your ability
to write coherent, intelligent, well-organized essays on
historical topics. The essays require you to demonstrate
mastery of historical interpretation and the ability to
express views and knowledge in writing. The essays
may relate documents to different areas, analyze
common themes of different time periods, or compare
individual and group experiences which reflect
socioeconomic, racial, gender, and ethnic differences.
Part A consists of a mandatory 15-minute reading period,
followed by 45 minutes during which you must answer a
document-based question (DBQ), which changes from
year to year. In Part B the student chooses to answer on
two of the topics that are given. You will have 70 minutes
to write these essays. The free-response section counts
for 50 percent of your final grade. These topics are
broken down into thirds: - Political Institutions (1/3rd)Social and Economic Change (1/3rd)- Behavior and
Public Policy, Diplomacy and International Relations,
Intellectual and Cultural Development (1/3rd) The time
periods covered are as follows: - Pre-Colonial through
1789 (1/6th of exam)- 1790-1914 (1/2 of exam)Page 23/37
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1915-present (1/3rd of exam) ABOUT THE REVIEW
SECTIONThis book begins with REA's concise yet
thorough 230-page review of U.S. history designed to
acquaint you with the exam's scope of coverage. Our
review covers these topics and historical time periods: The Colonial Period (1500-1763)- The American
Revolution (1763-1787)- The United States Constitution
(1787-1789)- The New National (1789-1824)Jacksonian Democracy and Westward Expansion
(1824-1850)- Sectional Conflict and The Causes of the
Civil War (1850-1860)- The Civil War and Reconstruction
(1860-1877)- Industrialism, War, and the Progressive
Era (1877-1912)- Wilson and World War I (1912-1920)The Roaring Twenties and Economic Collapse
(1920-1929)- The Great Depression and the New Deal
(1929-1941)- World War II and the Post-War Era
(1941-1960)- The New Frontier, Vietnam, and Social
Upheaval (1960-1972)- Watergate, Carter, and the New
Conservatism (1972-2001) SCORING THE EXAMThe
multiple-choice section of the exam is scored by crediting
each correct answer with one point and deducting onefourth of a point for each incorrect answer. You will
neither receive a credit nor suffer a deduction for
unanswered questions. The free-response essays are
graded by instructors and professors from across the
country who come together each June for a week of nonstop AP essay grading. Each essay booklet is read and
scored by several graders. Each grader provides a score
for the individual essays. The DBQ is scored on a scale
from 0 to 15, 0 being the lowest and 15 the highest. Each
topic-based essay receives a score from 0 to 9. These
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scores are concealed so that each grader is unaware of
the previous graders' assessments. When the essays
have been graded completely, the scores are averagedone score for each essay-so that the free-response
section generates three scores. The total weight of the
free-response section is 50 percent of the total score.
Your work in the multiple-choice section counts for the
other 50 percent. Each year, grades fluctuate slightly
because the grading scale is adjusted to take into
account the performance of the total AP U.S. History testtaker population. When used with the corresponding
chart, the scoring method we present here will strongly
approximate the score you would receive if you were
sitting for the actual AP U.S. History exam. SCORING
THE MULTIPLE-CHOICE SECTIONFor the multiplechoice section, use this formula to calculate your raw
score: Number right - (number wrong x 1/4) = raw score
(round to the nearest whole number) SCORING THE
FREE-RESPONSE SECTIONFor the free-response
section, use this formula to calculate your raw score:
DBQ + Essay #1 + Essay #2 + = raw score (round to the
nearest whole number) You may want to give your
essays three different grades, such as a 13, 10, and an
8, and then calculate your score three ways: as if you did
well, average, and poorly. This will give you a safe
estimate of how you will do on the actual exam. Try to be
objective about grading your own essays. If possible,
have a friend, teacher, or parent grade them for you.
Make sure your essays follow all of the AP requirements
before you assess the score. The statistical formulations
used by the AP Program preclude our REA practice-test
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scoring system from precisely replicating the procedures
and determinations of the AP Program. Bear in mind that
the cut-off point between each of the five AP grades
typically shifts slightly from year to year. This occurs both
because one year's exam cannot be expected to be
exactly as difficult as another year's and because no two
test-taker groups can be expected to be equally strong.
THE COMPOSITE SCORETo obtain your composite
score, use this method: 1.13 x multiple choice raw score
= weighted multiple-choice score (do not round)2.73 x
free response raw score = weighted free response score
(do not round) Now, add the two weighted sections
together and round to the nearest whole number. The
result is your total composite score. See the range within
which your score falls on this table to approximate your
final grade: AP Grade / Composite Score Range5 /
114-1804 / 91-1133 / 74-902 / 49-731 / 0-48 These
overall scores are interpreted as follows: 5-extremely
well qualified;4-well qualified; 3-qualified, 2-possibly
qualified; and 1-no recommendation. Most colleges grant
students who earn a 3 or better either college credit or
advanced placement. Check with your high school's
guidance office about specific requirements.
CONTACTING THE AP PROGRAMProspective
examinees should download from the College Entrance
Examination Board's Website or request by phone the
free bulletin offering a general description of the AP
Program, including policies and procedures as well as
instructions on how to register for the AP Examination in
United States History. Here's how to contact the College
Board: Advanced Placement ProgramDept. E-22P.O.
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Box 6670Princeton, NJ 08541-6670Phone: (609)
771-7300Website: http: //www.collegeboard.com/ap
"SAT UNITED STATES HISTORY Study Guide" 700
questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED). Essential
names, dates, and summaries of key historical events.
Topics: Discovery, Colonial, Revolutionary, Early
National, Age of Expansion, Civil War Era,
Reconstruction, Industrial Era, Progressive Era, World
War I, The Twenties, The Depression, World War II, Cold
War Era, Cold War - 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War
- 1970s, Cold War - 1980s, New World Order
=============== "EXAMBUSTERS SAT II Prep
Workbooks" provide comprehensive SAT II review--one
fact at a time--to prepare students to take practice SAT II
tests. Each SAT II study guide focuses on fundamental
concepts and definitions--a basic overview to begin
studying for the SAT II exam. Up to 600 questions and
answers, each volume in the SAT II series is a quick and
easy, focused read. Reviewing SAT II flash cards is the
first step toward more confident SAT II preparation and
ultimately, higher SAT II exam scores!
Eight up-to-date model tests with answers and
explanations are similar in format, length, and subject
matter to the most recently given SAT Subject Tests in
U.S. History. A detailed review covers all major topics,
including Colonial America, the Revolutionary War, the
new republic, territorial expansion, the Mexican War, the
slavery issue and Civil War, AmericaÃ‚’s industrial
development, the two world wars and the emergence of
the United States in the twentieth century as a major
world power, the Cold War, America in the post-9/11 era,
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the fight against international terrorism, and current
domestic policy issues. This manual also includes
additional questions and answers for practice and
review.
Press the magic BipPen on one of the dots to see and
hear if you're right or not! Want instant-action fun at your
fingertips? Just pick up a BipPen. Test your wits with the
100 questions in each of these quiz books. Press the
BipPen to the black shape that's next to what you think is
the right answer. A green flashing light and a beep and
you're right -- but if you see red and hear an errp, keep
trying. Whether you're alone or with friends, the magic
BipQuizzes will keep you guessing for hours.
REA’s AP U.S. History Test Prep – For Students
Serious About Scoring a 5! New 8th Edition! Our bestselling AP test prep is completely up-to-date through the
2008 Obama presidential election. This book contains a
comprehensive review of all the topics covered on the
official AP exam, including: the Colonial Period, the
American Revolution, the U.S. Constitution, Westward
expansion, the Civil War, Reconstruction, Industrialism,
World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, the
Vietnam Era, Watergate, Carter, and the New
Conservatism. Each detailed review chapter contains indepth historical timelines that help you study smarter and
boost your AP score! The book features six full-length
practice exams with detailed explanations of answers.
The practice tests are composed of every type of
question that can be expected on the actual AP U.S.
History exam, so you can “practice for real” and target
your strengths and weaknesses before the test. After
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building your U.S. History knowledge, follow up with
REA’s proven test-taking strategies and a study
schedule that gets you ready for exam day! REA has
helped more than a million students succeed on their AP
exams! Teachers across the country consider our AP
titles to be invaluable resources and consistently
recommend our books to their students. Our high-quality
test preps are authored by AP experts who have
mastered the exam content and teach the course.
"NY Regents INTEGRATED ALGEBRA Study Guide"
450 questions and answers. Essential definitions,
formulas, concepts, and sample problems. Topics: Sets,
Variables, Exponents, Properties of Numbers, Like
Terms, Simple Equations, Property of Equality, Signed
Numbers, Monomials, Polynomials, Advanced
Equations, Verbal Problems, Factoring Polynomials,
Algebraic Fractions, Equations with Several Variables,
Advanced Verbal Problems, Evaluating Formulas,
Simultaneous Equations, Ratio and Proportion, Variation,
Quadratic Equations and Radicals, Coordinate Geometry
================== ADDITIONAL WORKBOOKS:
"NY Regents UNITED STATES HISTORY Study Guide"
700 questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED). Essential
names, dates, and summaries of key historical events.
Topics: Discovery, Colonial, Revolutionary, Early
National, Age of Expansion, Civil War Era,
Reconstruction, Industrial Era, Progressive Era, World
War I, The Twenties, The Depression, World War II, Cold
War Era, Cold War - 1950s, Cold War - 1960s, Cold War
- 1970s, Cold War - 1980s, New World Order
_______________ "NY Regents BIOLOGY Study Guide"
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450 questions and answers (ILLUSTRATED). Essential
definitions and concepts. Topics: Cells, Biochemistry and
Energy, Evolution and Classification, Kingdoms:
Bacteria, Fungi, Protista; Kingdom: Plantae, Kingdom:
Animalia, Human Locomotion, Human Circulation and
Immunology, Human Respiration and Excretion, Human
Digestion, Human Nervous System, Human
Endocrinology, Reproduction and Development,
Genetics, Ecology ==================
"Exambusters NY Regents Prep Workbooks" provide
comprehensive NY Regents review--one fact at a
time--to prepare students to take practice NY Regents
tests. Each NY Regents study guide focuses on
fundamental concepts and definitions--a basic overview
to begin studying for the NY Regents exam. Up to 600
questions and answers, each volume in the NY Regents
series is a quick and easy, focused read. Reviewing NY
Regents flash cards is the first step toward more
confident NY Regents preparation and ultimately, higher
NY Regents exam scores!
Updated for your 2021 certification, Cirrus Test Prep's
unofficial Praxis II World and US History Content
Knowledge (5941) Rapid Review Study Guide:
Comprehensive Review with Practice Test Questions
was made for educators, by educators! Because we
understand your life is busy, we created a study guide
that isn't like other books out there. With Praxis II World
and US History Content Knowledge (5941) Rapid
Review Study Guide, you get a quick but full review of
everything on your exam. FREE online resources are
also included with your study guide! Imagine having
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FREE practice questions, online flash cards, study
"cheat" sheets, and 35 test tips available anytime,
anywhere on your cell phone or tablet. Cirrus Test Prep's
resources will give you the push you need to pass your
test the first time. ETS was not involved in the creation or
production of this product, is not in any way affiliated with
Cirrus Test Prep, and does not sponsor or endorse this
product. Cirrus Test Prep's Praxis II World and US
History Content Knowledge (5941) Rapid Review Study
Guide includes a full REVIEW of: World History EARLY
CIVILIZATIONS AND THE GREAT FEUDALISM
THROUGH THE ERA OF EXPANSION ARMED
CONFLICTS GLOBAL CONFLICTS POST-COLD WAR
WORLD US History NORTH AMERICA BEFORE
EUROPEAN CONTACT COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA
REVOLUTION AND THE EARLY UNITED STATES
CIVIL WAR, EXPANSION, AND INDUSTRY THE
UNITED STATES BECOMES A GLOBAL POWER
POSTWAR AND CONTEMPORARY UNITED STATES
...as well as 2 FULL practice tests. About Cirrus Test
Prep Developed by experienced current and former
educators, Cirrus Test Prep's study materials help future
educators gain the skills and knowledge needed to
successfully pass their state-level teacher certification
exams and enter the classroom. Each Cirrus Test Prep
study guide includes: a detailed summary of the test's
format, content, and scoring; an overview of the content
knowledge required to pass the exam; worked-through
sample questions with answers and explanations; fulllength practice tests including answer explanations; and
unique test-taking strategies with highlighted key
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concepts. Cirrus Test Prep's study materials ensure that
new educators feel prepared on test day and beyond.
This book is the author's Civil War diary from February
18, 1861, to June 26, 1865. She was an eyewitness to
many historic events as she accompanied her husband
to significant sites of the Civil War.
These flexible assessments can be used both in
correlation with the Primary Sources kits or as standalone practice pieces for a variety of standardized
tests.The Teacher's Edition includes a lesson to help
teach students how to write Document-Based Question
essays. Each Student Edition (sold separately in packs
of 30 and in Add-On packs of 10) contains an
assessment with the following types of questions:
multiple choice, constructed-response, and documents
leading to a DBQ (Document-Based Question) task.
In this alternately amusing and appalling exposé of the
standardized test industry, fifteen-year veteran Todd
Farley describes statisticians who make decisions about
students without even looking at their test answers; state
education officials willing to change the way tests are
scored whenever they don't like the results; and
massive, multi-national, for-profit testing companies who
regularly opt for expediency and profit over the altruistic
educational goals of teaching and learning. Although
there are absurd moments--as when Farley and
coworkers had to grade students based on how they
described the taste of their favorite food-- the enormous
importance of standardized tests in the post “No Child
Left Behind” era make this no laughing matter. “This
book is dynamite! The nice personal voice makes it
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utterly accessible and enticing, wholly apart from the
terribly important ammunition it provides to those of us in
the `testing wars' at national and local levels.”—Jonathan
Kozol, author of Savage Inequities
Earn College Credit with REA's Test Prep for CLEP®
History of the United States II Everything you need to
pass the exam and get the college credits you deserve.
CLEP® is the most popular credit-by-examination
program in the country, accepted by more than 2,900
colleges and universities. For over 15 years, REA has
helped students pass CLEP® exams and earn college
credit while reducing their tuition costs. Our CLEP® test
preps are perfect for adults returning to college (or
attending for the first time), military service members,
high-school graduates looking to earn college credit, or
home-schooled students with knowledge that can
translate into college credit. The CLEP® History of the
United States II test prep assesses the skills tested on
the official CLEP® exam. Our comprehensive American
History review covers the end of the Civil War to the
present, with emphasis on the 20th century. The book
includes two full-length practice tests. Each exam comes
with detailed feedback on every question. We don't just
say which answers are right-we explain why the other
answer choices are wrong-so you can identify your
strengths and weaknesses while building your skills.
REA is the acknowledged leader in CLEP® preparation,
with the most extensive library of CLEP® titles available.
Our test preps for CLEP® exams help you earn college
credit, save on tuition, and get a college degree.
In the America Civil War Trivia and Fact Book many
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unusual, interesting, and little-known facts are
assembled in a volume that will tantalize the mind at
every page. What really happened during the Civil War...
and why? What's are ""state's"" rights, and why were
they so controversial? How could anyone have
supported slavery in the first place? Was the Civil War
really the bloodiest war ever? You'll find the answers to
these questions and dozens more in the book that's
coming. It's divided into six quick-to-read chapters, each
with 15 stories about the chapter's main topic. These
stories will give you an outline of events, but they'll also
give you the 90-gritty details about daily life and
introduce you to the colorful characters of the War. At the
end of each chapter, there's a whole section of fun facts
and trivia - did you know the can opener was invented
during the Civil War?- and a few challenging questions to
test your knowledge! Get ready to find out...
"Designed for middle-school history curriculum,
independent study, or tutorial aid, the American History
Series provides challenging activities that enable
students to explore history, geography, and social
studies. Activities include critical thinking, writing,
technology, and more. Vocabulary words, time lines,
maps, and reading lists are also provided. Meets NCSS
standards and is correlated to state, national and
Canadian provincial standards." --Publisher.
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** DSST The Civil
War and Reconstruction Exam Secrets helps you ace
the Dantes Subject Standardized Tests, without weeks
and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive
DSST The Civil War and Reconstruction Exam Secrets
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study guide is written by our exam experts, who
painstakingly researched every topic and concept that
you need to know to ace your test. Our original research
reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to
increase your exam score more than you've ever
imagined. DSST The Civil War and Reconstruction Exam
Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to DSST Success:
Time is Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not
Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare,
Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive
General Strategy review including: Make Predictions,
Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information,
Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of
Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions,
Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge
Phrases, Switchback Words, New Information, Time
Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace
Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work, Beware
of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements,
Answer Choice Families; Along with a complete, in-depth
study guide for your specific DSST exam, and much
more...
Offers information on test-taking strategies and tips for
answering multiple-choice questions, chapter reviews
covering all historical eras, and four full-length practice
tests with answers and explanations.
Your guide to passing the U.S. Citizenship Test and
becoming a citizen Why CliffsTestPrep Guides? Go with
the name you know and trust Get the information you
need--fast! Written by test prep specialists About the
contents: This guide helps you learn about the history
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and government of the United States and improve your
English skills. As you review the information and practice
answering questions, you will become more comfortable
taking the written and oral U.S. Citizenship tests in
English. Introduction * Information on how to become a
U.S. citizen * Understanding, speaking, reading, and
writing English * Types of questions, including written or
oral question/answer, sentence writing, multiple choice,
multiple choice completion, completions, and
substitutions Subject Review * An overview of the history
of the United States, including the New World,
independence, the Constitution and founding fathers, the
Civil War, and more * An overview of the government of
the United States, including leaders, the executive,
legislative and judicial branches, bills and laws,
patriotism, capital cities, and more The Oral Interview *
What you need to know * Sample questions Four FullLength Practice Tests with Answers Test Prep Essentials
from the Experts at CliffsNotes?
The Skill Builders help students prepare for the specific
skills and subjects tested on an exam. They are
designed to tutor students on every skill level, from high
school to graduate or professional school. Keys are
included to show students which chapters to study for
specific tests. REA’s United States History Builder
reviews all United States history questions covered on
standardized tests such as the AP U.S. History, CLEP,
GRE History, and the SAT II: American History and
Social Studies exams. Topics covered range from the
Colonial period to Watergate, Carter, and the New
Conservatism.
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" In the America Civil War Trivia and Fact Book many
unusual, interesting, and little-known facts are
assembled in a volume that will tantalize the mind at
every page. What really happened during the Civil War...
and why? What's are """"state's"""" rights, and why were
they so controversial? How could anyone have
supported slavery in the first place? Was the Civil War
really the bloodiest war ever? You'll find the answers to
these questions and dozens more in the book that's
coming. It's divided into six quick-to-read chapters, each
with 15 stories about the chapter's main topic. These
stories will give you an outline of events, but they'll also
give you the 90-gritty details about daily life and
introduce you to the colorful characters of the War. At the
end of each chapter, there's a whole section of fun facts
and trivia - did you know the can opener was invented
during the Civil War?- and a few challenging questions to
test your knowledge! Get ready to find out... "
How to Become a U.S. Citizen: 5 Practice Tests, part of
Peterson's How to Become a U.S. Citizen, helps you
know what to expect when you take the necessary
English and Civics tests that are part of the
Naturalization interview. Five practice tests are included,
with answer explanations. These practice tests will help
you as you prepare to successfully pass the Civics and
English tests and become a U.S. citizen.
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